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Mana From Heaven
Daniel Partain
Dark Missives August/September 2013



After the Israelites escaped from Egypt, God provided for their needs. Everyday, food would
fall from the heavens to sustain those wandering in the desert. People were gracious and they
survived.

A rusty, red convertible struggled down a country highway. It’s an older
model--the best Sam could afford--and the road is cracked and buckled with
age, so the drive home jerked the couple around as if they were riding in a
wooden roller coaster.
Sam kept glancing at his wife. She had her arms crossed and her chin
out. He looked back at the road and drummed his fingers on the wheel.
Leah stared out the window and watched the cornfields go by. Sam fidgeted in his seat and chewed on his mustache, wishing he had gotten the radio
repaired. Leah played with the cross on her necklace.
God damn it, Leah! How can we fix this if you don’t talk to me?

Daniel Partain

Mana From Heaven

She hated it when he cursed. His words had an edge to them that just did
not sound right coming from a pastor. Leah hunkered down in her seat, letting
his words fly by her in the wind. She’d never been one to complain. Years
ago she might have disregarded his temperament, but now that their hair
had grayed and their skin had wrinkled, she no longer had the patience or
willingness to put up with this kind of behavior—especially now after all the
rumors.
Look, I don’t know why you’re still so mad at me! Nothing has ever—Sam
stopped mid-sentence.
He had spotted a bird over the road. The bird was flying low and wobbly,
almost drunkenly. They noticed it had a large fish dangling from its mouth,
flopping about and making it difficult for the bird to fly. Leah felt sorry for
the fish, Sam merely curious.
Just as the car was passing under the bird, the fish managed to free itself
and fell right into the car’s windshield—glass shattering everywhere. Leah,
who still wasn’t talking, shrieked. Sam stopped the car and pulled over.
Leah nearly yelled at him when he started to explain away the fish with
Bible verses. He thought there was a Bible verse appropriate for every situation in life. Well...almost every situation.
Sam was out of the car now and finding his rhythm. He was bobbing
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up and down and letting his words flow out of his mouth, just like he
did in the pulpit. The congregation might have said he had “found the
spirit.” Leah half expected to hear an “Amen!” and she just gritted her
teeth. Sam was going on and on about how the fish falling on his car
was God’s way of showing them how everything was going to work out
between them—C’mon, Leah! Now we have to patch things up. Just say
something!
Sam turned around just in time to see the truck coming. He must have
flown twenty feet before landing back on the concrete. Leah wasn’t even
looking when it happened. She sat in disbelief for a few minutes, before
turning to the sky. The clouds rolled across the horizon and Leah smiled.
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The Day My Demons Died
Daniel Partain

10
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My grandparents woke me up early with the smell of coffee and the sound
of the rushing water from the shower. Mamaw had on her nice dress, the simple
blue one with magnolia print. She scowled at me when I told her I didn’t want
to get out of bed. Papaw was dressed in slacks and a tie and he smelled like
country mornings. He was always grumpy before church.
When cars drove down the road, dirt would fly up behind the vehicles and
slowly fall, leaving a dusty haze behind the vehicles. On the way inside the
church, the gravel crunched underfoot and the old ladies fanned themselves with
church bulletins. It was stuffy inside—the stained glass windows weren’t much
good for letting in air.

Inevitably, all Good Consciences turn to mischief.
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Daniel Partain

I felt wronged. No one asked me if I wanted to keep my demons. Whenever I’m in a situation of moral ambiguity, my Good Conscience, having no one
left to argue with, sits forlornly on my shoulder, his chin resting on his hand.
On nearly every pew, there are Good Consciences sitting dejectedly, feeling like
they have lost part of themselves. They try to make the most of it. They thumb
through the Bible and phone distant relatives. Some begin pottery classes while
others take up gardening. They just can’t fill the void.

The Day My Demons Died

It must’ve been halfway through the service when Papaw stood up. People
didn’t normally stand up unless they were singing hymns. I wondered if I should
have been listening to the preacher, but then I knew something was wrong
when Papaw picked me up. To my horror, we started walking down the aisle.
People shouted “Hallelujah!” and raised their hands as we went by, ever closer
to the preacher. He said a few quiet words, maybe a prayer, and wet his hands.
Then, he grabbed hold of my forehead, his hand engulfing my face, and yelled,
“HEAL!” He proceeded, with the power of the Lord, to compel the demons out
of me.

11

Apocalypse in a Teacup
It started slow, a quiet, deadly force—
a virus quickly eating up the world.
The wheel of time stops spinning in its course
as into quiet chaos we are hurled.
We did not know that we were on the brink.
The undead hands push up through frozen earth
unfeeling flesh that’s crying out for food.
A death more catastrophic than the first
as meteors fall down in fiery flood.
The history is writ in lasting ink.

Amanda Partridge

Apocalypse in a Teacup

The warmth of the equator turns to fire
as towards the sun, our marble, starts to lean
and in the midst of madness all that fire
evaporates in a mushroom cloud of steam.
I bring the cup to my lips and I drink.

12
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There is something about a graveyard in snow: dark
stones pushing up through white drifts, trees covered in snowy
shrouds, angels of stone watching over the field. The dead
are at peace now, the enchantment of an indecisive snowflake
stronger than six feet of earth, and their restless bodies fall
into the slumber they desire. My footprints are the only marks
in the perfect, soft white, winding between the grave markers,
searching for something that resonates.

Amanda Partridge

Prose Poem
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The Heart in the Wood
By Chris McKeever
Leonard had spent the better part of the afternoon traversing the woods.
After he had traveled as far as he could on the poorly maintained trail, he stepped
off the path and into the tree line. Finding the right tree would take time. After all,
finding the magnificent tree wasn’t something that one should take lightly, for he
remembered that even as a boy he had struggled to find the tree. It had been decades since he had visited the tree, and much had changed over the years. But he
had to find it. Mira depended on it. She was holding out for him up there, somewhere, and he would not fail her. He had failed her so many times over the last
forty years, and as he walked among the trees, he couldn’t help but recall them.
One for each tree he passed.
Dense forests covered the arboretum —an old nature preserve which covered the natural landscape of the local flora and fauna —though more and more of
the preserve was being converted to botanical gardens and water displays every
year. Leonard hated that. The creations were so…artificial. He didn’t have a problem with them as objects of popular attraction, but bits of the wild were cut down
and tamed in order to create more of these features.
Who needs to see more than one water display, anyway? Leonard thought
to himself. They would never compare to the natural beauty of the woods. And it
was the woods he needed. But even with the recent focus on creating man-made
and maintained naturescapes, the directors of the arboretum could not tame the
expansive and thick woods that darkened the undergrowth the further one traveled
off the paved paths and hiking trails. The tree he was looking for could not be seen
from any trail, he remembered. The tree he was looking for required work, for the
tree grew deep in the old woods, in places where few people—if any—had traveled in recent years. Finding the tree would be challenge enough for Leonard. He
wasn’t as young as the last time he made this trip, and after 30 years his memory
marred the details of his initial trek into the forests.

Leonard pulled his car into one of the many open parking spaces at the
arboretum. The forecast had called for rain later in the afternoon, and most of the
morning visitors had already packed up and left long before the storms came. It
had been years since he had been here, and even the front of the place looked different. There had been a small lodge our front when he used to come here, now replaced with a large stone building. The stone sign out front said “Visitor’s Center.”
The lights were on, so he went inside.
He took a map from the young man who worked at the main office. Leonard had spent hours in these woods as a young man, and his memory was not what
it once was, and much about the preserve had changed. He took a few minutes to
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study the map, but had trouble orienting the map with where he was. Sensing his
confusion, the young man piped up:
“Can I help you find something, sir? If you haven’t been here recently,
we’ve expanded out botanical gardens significantly in the last year, thanks to a
grant we’ve received. It’s really quite something.”
“No, no… I’m not interested in the gardens.” Leonard still looked at the
map, his anger beginning to grow. Nothing seemed familiar. But he had been here
so many times. Could the map be wrong? “Have the trails changed? These don’t
look like how I remember them.”
“Not since I’ve been here, but some of the trails were updated in the late
80s. They still run along the same routes, but are better maintained. Some of the
trails that go deepest into the forest are maintained less frequent. We found that
fewer people take the deeper paths into the forests, so we run minimal maintenance on them.”
“People don’t like the old paths?”
“Well, in general, no. Most people come for the gardens and fountains.
The trails closer to the fountains are pretty popular as well—pretty kid friendly
and well lit. We still get some traffic on the trails that go deeper into the woods,
but more dedicated hikers usually travel out of state for more rigorous trails.
The trails we maintain are primarily for families of the community and locals, so
there’s not a lot of demand for lengthy trails that go deep into the forests. The gardens and water features draw big crowds consistently, so that’s where we have to
focus most of our resources.” The young man adjusted his position in his seat and
looked at the clock. “If you like, I’ll be off in about twenty minutes. I could show
you some of the trails we have maintained that lead to the new fountains we’ve
constructed. They’re quite something to see.”
“No, I don’t think so. But thank you anyways. Can I keep the map?”
“Yeah. We have plenty here.”
The young man at the desk watched the older visitor step out of the office,
sling his bag over his shoulder, and walk down the trails into the woods.

The visitor’s parking of St. Luke’s was nearly full, and it took Leonard
ten minutes to find a spot to park. He found a place distant from the hospital
entrance—the only free space in the lot—and made his way towards the looming
building. He walked as fast as he could manage, and once he stepped inside, he
stepped up to the nurses’ station.
“I’m looking for my wife. I was told she was here.”
The nurse at the computer looked up at the man. “I’m going to need some
information from you.”
Leonard answered her questions as quickly as he could manage, and then
the nurse pointed to the map by his head.
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“We’re here,” she said, pointing to a corner of the map. “My records show
your wife is still in the ICU, here.” She pointed to a label on the other side of the
map. “Check in with the nurses’ station once you get there and they can direct you
to her room. I’ll let them know you are coming.”
Leonard took a quick last glance at the map and started walking down the
long hallway.

The rain hadn’t come yet, but Leonard could smell it. You could tell by
the way the branches at the top of the trees swayed, the whooshing of leaves that
drowned out the sound of birds and insects. The birds took to the air, looking for
places to take shelter, but Leonard would not turn back. The woods would be his
shelter this afternoon, and what rain wasn’t diverted by the thick canopy he would
just have to deal with. He folded the park map, tucking it in his back pocket, and
began following the trail loop that led deepest into the woods. The old trails he
used to walk were not on the map in his pocket, but if they could be found again,
they would be found off the longest trail that was listed. He readjusted the small
bag he was carrying over his shoulder and began down the sloping path, watching
his steps as he descended into the forest.
Leonard was not a fast walker. He never had been, but old age had slowed
him even more. He loved walking, as it gave him time to think about things. He
took joy in the journey. There was not joy to be had today, but he moved as quickly as he dared.
Mira always walked quickly, and she would remind Leonard that getting
there made more time for whatever was next. She was always a forward-looking
woman, ever since they had first met. On their first plane ride together, just after
they were married, Mira couldn’t contain herself. It was here first time on a plane,
and she squeezed Leonard’s hand hard as the wheels pulled off the ground. Once
they were in the air she felt the need to walk up and down the aisle, which amused
Leonard. It was one of quirks that he loved about her. On the flight Leonard stared
out the window the entire trip, watching the clouds envelope them as the ascended,
scouring the cloud tops like rolling hills.

The clouds today pushed east and fast, bringing darker, more ominous
clouds as the afternoon progressed. The morning paper said that there was a
chance for afternoon showers, and Leonard had come prepared. He pulled the umbrella out of his pack, and continued walking. It wasn’t raining yet.
Leonard eventually reached what he deemed to be the spot on the trail
furthest from the entrance. The paths here were little more than tracks through
the woods. They path was overgrown in spots, but as he traveled further back into
18
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the forests, the more familiar the place became. It was as if no man had walked
through this section of woods since Leonard had last walked among these trees.

Leonard eventually found the room Mira was in, and after a suite of tests
the doctors confirmed what he already knew. It was cancer. Again. The doctors
had said it went into remission the first time around, and when it finally came
back she was as healthy as she’d ever been. But her body, strong as it was, failed
her in the end. The doctors tried to give the two of them hope, but Leonard knew
the cancer would win, just as it should have won all those years ago.

The first time Leonard found the tree, it was after an hour of walking
among the trees of the local nature preserve. He was young, and his feet took him
on an aimless path deep into the heart of the wood. Newly-engaged, he had just
heard the news that his fiancé was soon to die of cancer. Grief-stricken, he drove
to the one place that ever gave him a moment of peace. He found the tree by accident, and has he entered the small clearing around the trunk, he was struck with
awe. The tree was one of the largest he had seen in these woods. He doubted three
men his size could reach around the thick trunk, and its large branches splayed in
every direction like grasping arms, creating a massive, dense canopy.
He stared at the tree for several minutes. Leonard had never seen a tree
quite like this before, and had spent much of his childhood in forests like this.
Taller than any sycamore and wider than any oak he had seen, this tree meant
something. Perhaps finding it was some sort of sign—of what, Leonard did not
know, but he felt…something.
Without really thinking he pulled out the pocketknife from his jeans and
began cutting in the wood. At first he wasn’t sure what he was creating, but he
knew he had to make something. His love for Mira, his fiancé, had to be remembered somehow, so he continued carving. As the afternoon past, Leonard become
more invested in his work, cutting and chiseling with the small blade through the
dark, heavy bark and into the soft, vibrant wood. The small blade wasn’t at all
meant for this kind of work, but Leonard made it work, just like any tool in his
shop.
Form began to take shape in the wood. It was a heart, carved deep into the
wood, and in the center the initials of Leonard and his fiancé:
L.H. + M.I.
The work was rough, he knew, but the cuts were deep and he knew they
would last for many years.
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As he stepped back to inspect his work, he realized how dark it was. Under
the tree he couldn’t tell if the sun was going down, and looking up it appeared as
if the branches of the tree drawn down, enveloping the entire area. He could hear
the wind above the tree, and the whishing of the branches far above his head, but
the air under the canopy was still, and there was a heaviness to the air. It felt like
the weather just before a tornado—weather Leonard knew well. But there were
no clouds, and certainly no tornadoes today. Just the presence of something he
couldn’t name. He didn’t know why, but just as he felt compelled to make the
carving, he also felt compelled to say something. “Please,” he said, to nothing
in particular, “The girl I love is dying, and I don’t know what to do.” He began
pacing back and forth, head towards the ground, only looking at the tree to speak.
“I’ll give anything for her: my talent, what fortune I might find in life, any prospect of children…” Mira had always wanted and son, and Leonard thought having
a son would be a fine thing, but what’s a child without a mother to give life to it?
“Please, just give her a chance. If there is anything I can give, I offer it.” He continued for a time before slumping at the base of the tree, exhausted. Leonard heard
nothing in response, but after pouring himself out before the tree, he felt lighter,
and as he looked up from his seat, he could see the twinkling of stars through the
now-still branches.

The wilds were thicker now, growing dense and tangled after a spring of
heavy rains and mild temperatures. Leonard pushed on, forcing himself through
the brush that tore and clawed at his clothes.
For a time he pressed on, deeper and deeper into the woods. He was sure
he was still walking South, but the map was useless at this point, and his memory
of his last trip was hazy.
Hell, he thought, the last time I traipsed through these woods I was halfdelirious. How am I supposed to find this damned tree again?
After an hour of walking, he had given up hope. He felt the growing fatigue of efforts pushing through what had to be miles of underbrush, and the pain
building in his legs and lungs forced him to steady himself and rest against each
tree.
I’m defeated. I’ve lost. he thought. Leonard could hardly walk. He knew
he was weak, and he hated himself for it.
I’ve failed Mira. Just like everyone else. Just like the doctors who couldn’t
remove the cancer, like the damn pharmacists who could never offer the right
combination of drugs to ease her constant pain. The young minister who visited us
in the hospital once—what could he say? He didn’t know anything. Of course she
smiled and thanked the minister for coming by, but the man’s words did little to
ease her pain.
At the thought of her and his failings, Leonard began weeping uncontrol20
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lably and forcing himself through the woods. Bleary-eyed he tripped over rocks
and roots, scrambling from tree to tree. He no longer knew or cared what direction he travelled, but thrust himself wildly forward.
It was this manic force that thrust him, unexpectedly, into a familiar
clearing. Leonard couldn’t believe his eyes. It had been so many years since he
last entered this clearing. He was so shocked he could hardly breathe. That same
heaviness hung over the air, and the tree—that tree—was more massive than he
thought possible. The tree had grown strong over decades, and dominated the
surrounding woods with expansive limbs, longer than any he had seen in all his
years.
Lenard dropped his bag and approached the tree. He circled the tree twice,
looking for the carving he made all those years ago. The bark was nearly black
with age and weather, but he found the carving, finally. Bark had grown over the
carving, but had grown to fill the deep cuts in the wood, so the faint impression of
a heart remained as the bark filled the damaged tree.
“It’s still here.” Leonard said aloud. “Incredible…”
He retrieved his bag from where he dropped it and rooted around for his
tools. With one hand, he pulled out his wood chisel and mallet, and with the other
he retraced the heart-shaped outline with his hands, feeling the rough edges he
made all those years ago. The wood was nearly black with age, but as he picked
at the surface with his fingernail, he saw the wood was still bright and alive underneath the dark façade.
At first he had to use the mallet to chip bits of the heart-shaped outline,
but after he got the blade of the chisel going, he was able to push the blade along
the surface without the assistance of the mallet. After a few minutes, his hands
started shaking. He had been out in the woods for hours, and the toll on his body
was visible. He continued his work, however, determined to finish the design.
The years of weathering had softened the surface of the tree, and the wood peeled
off in long, wet curls.
The bright, vibrant wood underneath the weather-stained surface of the
tree gave him hope. The tree, after all these years, and like the love he had for
Mira, still stood strong. It was a good metaphor, he though, if a bit overused. But
it fit, so he thought on it as he pushed the blade through the wood.
Soon his work became rote, and his mind began to wander as he chipped
and smoothed edges of the carving. In a moment of distraction he placed the
blade of the chisel too high on the wood and his offhand too near the path of
the blade. The wet wood caused the blade to slip and push up into his wrist and
hand. Leonard didn’t even realize it until he saw the lines of dark blood run from
his hand and stain the yellow of freshly-carved wood. Then the pain came. He
dropped his tools and rummaged through his bag, coming up with a handkerchief
which he used to wrap around his hand. He tied the knot as tight as he could
manage, but the blood continued to seep down his wrist and onto the ground. He
flexed his fingers, and on each closing of the hand, more blood soaked through
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the makeshift bandage.
“Dammit, get ahold of yourself. Man up.” He said aloud. Picking up the
tools, this time more gently, he continued his work on carving out the heart in the
tree.
The tree was still growing after all these years. Leonard let his rough hands
trace the initials of his name before taking the blade of the chisel to wood, and
then carved L.H. into the dark wood of the heart. He then used the knife to dig
out the grime and dirt that had accumulated within the groves of the plus sign that
roughly divided the heart into a left side and a right.
On the right he started to retrace Mira’s initials, but after the “M” he
paused. Do I keep her maiden name, or name by marriage? His weathered hands
began to tremble, and Leonard sat down for a minute on a large rock near the tree,
considering his options. Changing the “I” to an “H” wouldn’t be hard, but would
that ruin the chance of the magic working? Or was that what was needed to bring
her back? He wasn’t even sure that this would work. But the magic worked the
first time; maybe it would work a second. Leonard decided to keep the original
initials. “Best not to change what worked before,” he thought.
As he finished the rain picked up again. The canopy of leaves caught much
of the downfall, but Leonard didn’t care much, in any case. He stood back and
looked at the carving. The deep cuts in the bright wood stood out against the dark
surface of the tree. It was beautiful, as it had been nearly 40 years earlier. This
time it was stained with long streaks of blood, but there wasn’t much he could
do about that now. If anything that should help show the tree how serious he was
about his pact. This time his lines were smooth and his cuts more sure than when
he was young. Mira would have liked the carving, he thought. He was here, his cut
was made, and he only could hope that the tree, or whatever was in the tree, would
listen.
“Just give me another chance,” he said at the tree, which seemed to loom
over him. “What do I have left to give? I have grown old, never known wealth or
luxury. I have no children, and with Mira gone, I fear you have taken everything
from me. If there is anything I have worth taking, I ask that you receive it. Just
give her another chance.”
Leonard stepped back, as if awaiting a response.
“Just give me a sign,” he asked. He didn’t know what to do, or how long
it would take the magic to work, if it would work at all. But he would wait. What
faith he never had in God or the church he had in this, for it was the one thing that
had worked all those years ago. He would wait until he felt something. He would
wait until the tree gave him what he wanted.
It was nearly dark, and Leonard had no idea how long he had been waiting
at the tree. He took a spot sitting on a large rock opposing the tree, his shoulders
slumped. He was tired and the cut on his hand was worse than he had first thought,
as it continued to drip blood from his hand onto his pants, his shoes, and the rainsoaked earth. He didn’t care.
22
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Leonard woke up some time later. It was dark now, and he could just see
his hands and the looming tree.
“Just give her one more chance,” he choked out, some time later, barely
more than a whisper.
And the branches of the ancient tree bent further towards the ground,
nearly enveloping the old man, and listened.
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Mama’s Boy
by Derek Wentz
The bus rattled as it shifted gears on its way away from the bus stop, leaving Percy Yates standing in a cloud of black smoke as the bus rolled down the
street and swerved around the corner and onto Jefferson. Percy was tall enough
and his face lean enough that he had the look of an adult, but his clothing made
him look like a young man nearing the end of his time in high school. He readjusted the backpack that hung from his shoulder and began slowly walking down the
sidewalk towards his home in Bright Falls. His eyes traced the cracks in the pavement and lingered on weeds that grew along the sidewalk’s grouting. He turned to
the side before he nearly ran into Mrs. Nelson, his eyes coming up for the briefest
of moments and his face changing like the scenery in a play.
“Sorry.”
“Percy,” Mrs. Nelson said. She frowned as she looked into his eyes shot
through with red. “How did your exam go, dear?”
“It went alright.” His feet shuffled. He almost kept walking, but Mrs. Nelson hadn’t turned away after he had answered her.
“Didn’t I tell you you’d do well?”
“Yes.”
“What did you get?”
“A thirty two T.”
“That’s good isn’t it?”
Percy looked down at his feet.
“Yeah, it is.”
“Are you going to go out and celebrate with your friends?”
He looked up at her for a moment, his expression blank.
“Uh, no. I’ve probably got some more things that need to get done tonight.”
“How about I bake you a pie or a cake this evening? You can take a break
from studying and come over for a little while and enjoy some just deserts. Do you
like apples?”
Percy’s stomach rumbled loudly.
“Oh no. I couldn’t. I mean, I’d like to, but I really can’t. Its just that I’ve
got a lot of things to do. To be honest, I should probably get going.” As he walked
away he stopped suddenly and spun around. “Thanks for the offer,” he said.
“Goodnight Mrs. Nelson.”
“Goodnight Percy,” Mrs. Nelson told him, watching him as his long legs
carried him off down the block. She shook her head and walked away towards her
own home.
After he had walked until he couldn’t see Mrs. Nelson any more, Percy
slowed down and began walking at a much slower pace. He rubbed his bleary eyes
26
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several times with his hand as he continued down South Waterloo,glancing up
the road. He roamed the neighborhood aimlessly, walking down one street and
up another until he found himself standing in front of a rusted, wrought-iron gate.
His hand reached out and took hold of one of the gate’s spikes and began pushing
the gate back and forth on its squeaking hinges. He used his forefinger to pick at
flecks of decayed iron as the wind blew through the long, brown blades of grass
of the front lawn. After glancing back down the street toward the entrance of the
neighborhood and the bus stop, he pulled the latch on the gate and gave it a push.
The grass had grown long enough that it drooped over the sidewalk and steps
that led to the front door. A house, which had been built in the middle of the 20th
century, stood clad in old wooden siding, perched atop a set of concrete blocks.
The white paint that coated the boards looked good from the road, but upon
closer inspection, it was clear that someone hadn’t done a particularly good job
scraping off previous layers, which had built up in places in long, globular strips.
Surrounding the house like a skirt were a row of thorny black shrubs which had
once been rose bushes. Percy’s father had planted them while Percy was just a
boy. Readjusting his backpack, Percy walked up the steps. He placed his hand on
the door handle and drew a key ring from his pocket. Carefully, he unlocked the
deadbolt before drawing open the door.
The hall that led into the house from the front door was empty. Cracks ran
through the red plaster where a picture had once been nailed over a barren end
table. Percy glanced up the wooden steps, into the dusty kitchen down the hall,
and into the adjacent living room.
There was no one.
Slowly, he began climbing the stairs. He took them one at a time, keeping is feet close to the wall. His left hand gripped the rail while his right pressed
against the wall, his weight distributed between the handholds and his legs.
“How did your test go?”
The voice was a woman’s. It came from the kitchen.
Percy licked his dry lips.
“How did you do on your exam?”
“I did alright.”
“Did you do alright on your exam?”
Percy swallowed.
“Yes.”
“I want to see your exam.”
Percy took in a deep breath before he went back downstairs.
In the kitchen, Percy spread his MCAT results out on a square folding
table that sat in the corner next to the refrigerator. While the woman leaned over
the table, Percy got some orange juice out of the fridge and poured himself a
glass. He drank the entire glass down while he looked out the kitchen window
into the back yard. He poured himself another.
“A 32.”
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Percy drank down another gulp of orange juice.
“Yeah. It’s a pretty good score. Dr. Adams told me that it would get me on
the pre-acceptance list at IU.” Percy looked down and noticed that a fly had fallen
into his cup. He tilted the glass over and began fishing for the fly with his finger. “I
got better than most of the kids in my class.”
The woman’s head scanned back and forth over the pages.
“Its pretty hard to get the really high scores, I guess. I was talking to Harrison Black, and he said that he didn’t know anybody who’d been lucky enough
to break a 36J. It’s probably pretty hard, you know. But I think I could do better.
I mean, I was pretty tired this morning. And I think I have a better idea of what to
study now that I’ve taken the test.”
“I thought that we had wanted you to go to Johns Hopkins.”
“Yeah, I mean…”
“Percival.”
“Just wait, Mom. Just… IU’s not so bad. They’ve got a good job placement
record. Dr. Adams says that their program places students in residencies all over
the country.”
“That’s just what you’d like isn’t it? To go to some state school. To settle.
Settle down with the rest of your friends and live an easy, second-rate life.”
“Mom, please.”
“Will this score get you into Johns Hopkins?”
“It might. I mean…”
“A thirty-two will get you into an Ivy League school?”
“Maybe not.”
“What is the lowest exam score that gets the average student admitted to
Johns Hopkins?”
Percy’s eyes were on his swirling glass of orange juice.
“What is it?”
“A thirty-eight.”
“A thirty-eight,” she said, in a parody of his voice. “A thirty-eight, a thirtyeight.”
Percy went back to looking out the window while the woman stood, glaring
at his back.
“Will this score get you into Johns Hopkins?”
Percy didn’t reply. She repeated her question over and over again, almost
like a skipping record.
“How could you?”
“Mom--”
“YOU SHUT-YOUR-MOUTH,” she screamed. “We had discussed,” she
said, turning to point her bony finger at him. “We discussed how important it was
that you get a thirty eight on the test.” The left side of her face drooped for a moment as her gaze became vacant. Her arm began to sag. Then, like a delayed video
feed, they snapped back into place. “That you would get a thirty eight on the test.
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If not better.”
“Mom, just listen --”
“Mother, mother, mother. I’m sick to death of your wheedling and your
excuses. God knows you’d already be in a good school if you worked half as hard
as you complained. I should have known. The day you got the rejection letter for
the Fulton Scholarship, with all of your meek, piddling, but-mothers.” She turned
away, back to loom over his test score. “I should have known.”
“It’s okay, Mom,” Percy said, his voice pleading. “I can take it again.”
“Your father would be ashamed of you.”
Percy’s throat made a clicking sound as he swallowed.
“Get out.”
Percy stood where he was, wavering between putting his half-empty cup
in the sink and retreating into the hall.
“GET OUT,” the woman screamed.
The cup still in his hand, Percy bolted down the hall, the woman’s high,
shrill voice chasing him as he ran. He glanced back towards the kitchen before
his shaking fingers reached towards the front door’s handle. As his hand settled
on door’s brass fitting, the bolt above the handle slammed into place. Chest heaving, he half walked, half ran up the stairs, stumbling over the steps as he went and
spilling orange juice on himself and the floor. At the top, he swung into a bathroom where he knelt down on the hardwood floor and began quietly vomiting in
the toilet. Stringy bits of the Raman and Beef he had eaten the day before came
back up in a brown and orange gravy of digestive juices, mixing with the water
in the toilet bowl. He wiped the strings of drool from his mouth before retching
again. He threw up until there was nothing left in his stomach, and then he threw
up some more. By the time he finished, he was panting for breath and clutching
his abdomen. A groan escaped from his lips as he tried to swallow down another
dry heave.
“When you’re done, get a rag and clean up the mess you made on the
stairs. Then, go wait in the living room. I need to figure out how we’re going to
fix this.”
He glanced up at the mirror hanging over the bathroom toilet, but there
was no one there. The woman was already gone.
Percy put his hand on the edge of the toilet and climbed to his feet. He
walked down the steps and found a wash cloth in the kitchen which he used to
wipe up the orange juice he had spilled on the stairs. After wringing out and
washing the cloth, he went into the living room.
There wasn’t any furniture in the living room save for a single high
backed chair that was pulled up in front of the open fireplace. Above the fireplace
was a long flat oak mantle in the center of which stood a tall white urn. The ashes
of last night’s fire wisped gently in the air as the wind from outside howled down
the chimney, then settled on the chair and floor. Percy sat down in the chair and
buried his face in his hands. Eventually he sat back, and after glancing back to-
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wards the room’s doorway, he closed his eyes, his head resting on one of the wings
of the high-backed chair. Ashes began settling on his as his breathing slowed and
his chest began rising and falling at a more regular interval. He had just begun to
doze when the woman’s voice brought him drunkenly to his feet.
“I’ve given it some thought,” the woman said. “And the truth is that I can’t
trust you to keep to your studies. I’ve tried to give you your privacy in the past,
hoping that you would do the right thing on your own. I can see now, that that was
a mistake. From now on, I’m going to participate in your studies with you. Starting in a half an hour. We’re going to start preparing for your next opportunity to
take the MCAT. This time, we’re going to do it right. I’ll be there, standing right
with you to make sure that you remain focused.” Percy’s mouth worked, soundlessly, words coming to mind and then being dismissed. He looked away from the
woman and towards the window as his eyes began to water.
“I know you’re sorry, but sorry doesn’t cut it. You need to work hard for
once in your life, or you’re going to keep ending up in this room, trying to explain
to me how you’ve let yourself and the people who love you down again. You need
to grow up, Percival.”
“Mom, I’m exhausted. How much more can I study?”
“Exhausted? Really? That’s the excuse you’re going to give me?” Her
words came more slowly and with greater emphasis.“With that score, I can’t even
begin to imagine how much of your study time you spent snoozing with your head
in your hands. I think you’ve had PLENTY of rest.” Each word was reinforced by
her forefinger, which jabbed at the floor in time with the cadence of her voice.
“What about dinner?” he asked. “There isn’t any more food left.”
She waved her hand at him.
“I’m not hungry.”
Her eyes were unfocused. She had half-turned her body towards the window.
“What about me?”
“What about you?”
“I’m starving,” he said.
“You can get some dinner later.” She nodded as if agreeing with herself.
“Later. Right now, we need to put our best foot forward…” She was turning away
from him again. “… this time, it will get done right.”
“That score is never going to get any better,” Percy said. His voice was
barely above a whisper. His eyes were on his feet.
The woman stopped where she was and cocked her head to one side.
“Excuse me?”
Percy remained quiet.
“What did you just say, Harold Percival Yates?”
“I said, my score isn’t going to get any better. I gave it everything I had.
I’m all used up. I did the best I could.”
“YOU DID THE BEST YOU COULD?” The wind in the room began
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to pick up and the woman’s long black and grey hair blew across her face and
whipped in the air. Percy tucked his head away from the wind and held his arm
over his face as the wind tugged at the baggy folds of his clothing. The woman’s
voice seemed to multiply, echoing strangely in from the corners of the living
room. Percy didn’t just hear it in his ears. He felt it in his head, chest, arms, and
legs.
The best you could should have been a thirty-eight, you lazy, good-fornothing, half-wit. Think of what they’re saying about me because of you. That
I can’t raise a child. That I can’t control my family. I won’t have it, Harold. You
may be a useless, cowering idiot of a boy, but I’m going to make sure that you
show them. That you show them.
The high backed chair crashed to the floor.
What do I have to do to teach you that your choices reflect back on your
family? When are you going to learn to stop thinking about yourself and start...
And just as suddenly as the wind had kicked up, it settled down.
Slowly, Percy opened his eyes.
Marcy Yates stood on the opposite side of the room, the center of a settling cloud of dust and ash. The left side of her face sagged, the skin loose and
bloodless. Her eyes looked out at nothing, and she swayed gently on her feet.
“Mom?” Percy asked, hesitant. He crept forward towards her, moving
carefully.
“Hey Mom?”
She didn’t answer.
I’ll be damned, Percy thought. It’s like the Fulton all over again.
Percy spun around, nearly stumbling over himself trying to get to the
mantle and the urn that held his mother’s ashes. He stood there, staring at the
white container. The mortuary director had told him that cremations were cheaper.
Will it work? he thought. Could I actually kill her?
There were days that he had been able to convince the woman to let him
spend his time at the nearby public library. Every time, it had been an enlightening experience.
What if that isn’t what’s holding her here? he thought. What if I’m the
anchor?
He looked back at the woman standing at the other side of the room and
as he looked at her, his face screwed up into a snarling leer.
He had dreamed about the urn smashing, sleeping and awake, for almost
four years.
What the hell.
He reached for the mantle.
Behind him, the woman shrieked. Time seemed to stretch out as his
hands raced towards the urn, his heart racing with delirious joy and terror. A mist
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seemed to blow through him and around him, and as it passed his blood turned to
sludge. Before he could wrap his hands around the urn, the woman coalesced in
front of him, her bony fingers wrapping around his throat. The flesh of her face
was pallid, wet, and translucent. The bones of her teeth slid back and forth behind
her cheeks as her teeth ground. Black, angular holes lay behind her eyes and nose,
and as Percy stared into the dark empty space behind them, a space that seemed to
writhe, and reach, and mutter, a moan escaped from his wheezing throat.
DON’T YOU DARE. DON’T YOU DARE TOUCH THAT.
The world began to become hazy around the edges and as darkness closed
in around him, Percy tried to speak, but his words came out as burbles and moans.
YOU UNGRATEFUL, STUPID, BOY. DON’T YOU UNDERSTAND?
CAN’T YOU…”
Percy’s vision swam with spots and swirls of dark ink. As he faded out, the
one sensation that remained was the feel of his mother’s ice cold hands around his
neck.

Percy woke up on his bed. He reached up to his neck and felt the bruises
that had formed. It ached when he tried to swallow. He rolled over, slowly, carefully, quietly, until he could see the rest of his room. The stacks of books that were
piled up along the wall had shifted somewhat, and when he glanced over at the
desk in the corner, he saw that several had been laid upon it. Halloway’s Organic
Chemistry, 6th edition. Crashcourse MCAT. King and Straub’s Anatomy and
Physiology, 12th edition. Outside, the sun had sunk below the horizon.
When he sat up, he heard the woman’s voice.
“You’re awake.”
He nodded at nothing in particular.
“Good,” she said as she materialized next to his desk. She held out a hand
towards the desk’s chair.
His stomach rumbled loudly. Biting his cheek, he stood up and shuffled
across the room, giving the woman a wide birth. Her hands pushed the chair in as
he sat down, wedging him under the desk. Percy pulled Crashcourse MCAT out
from between the other two books and opened to the third chapter. As he began
reading, his eyes became blurry. Little drops slid down his cheeks and nose before
landing on the pages, warping the paper and diluting the ink. His eyes dumbly
scanned the page, the wheels were turning in his head. His tears began to dry.
Turning his head to the side, he could see her, hovering behind his shoulder. His face remained neutral, but his belly was red hot and his heartbeat was
heavy in his chest.
She had been so afraid.
He knew what he would do when it came time to take the MCAT again.
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She squeezed his shoulder, and he had to bite down hard to keep from
calling out. He turned back towards his book and went back to reading.
Blood pounded in his head.
Next time he took the MCAT, he would fail in the most spectacular fashion that he could manage.
I’m smarter than you think, you bitch.
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